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The soil-moisture feedback describes how precipitation amount, timing and intensity react to spatial anomalies in surface moisture. For heterogeneous moisture distributions 
with moist/dry patches on the scale of 10− 50km, numerical studies supported by observations indicate a negative soil-moisture feedback, where it rains more over dry 
patches (Imamovic, 2018; Rieck et al., 2014). The circulation established by the heterogeneous soil-moisture patches not only modifies the spatial rain distribution but allows 
for more water to be extracted from the atmosphere, thereby increasing the domain mean precipitation. 

We here suggest that the negative soil-moisture feedback can be exploited when irrigating agricultural land: if farmers cooperate by following a spatially heterogeneous 
irrigation pattern, they can increase both their collective time-mean precipitation and thus the total water available for growing crops. However, the spatially non-local nature 
of the feedback allows individual farmers to exploit this strategy, thereby saving their own resources; a typical ‘tragedy of commons’ situation. 

We formulate this setup in terms of an optimisation problem and study its parameter phase space, both analytically and numerically, in order to understand optimal rules and 
the consequences of the players’ choice to cooperate vs. compete. Different constraints in terms of water availability (reservoir) and average soil moisture as defined by the 
evaporation timescale are explored. 

Reducing the details of the land-atmosphere interaction into simple feedback parameters helps to elucidate the complex interactions between the precipitation, soil moisture 
and the human intervention by irrigation. Taking into account the negative soil-moisture feedback in irrigation models opens up new strategies to optimise water management 
and thereby increase crop yield. 
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Soil moisture-precipitation feedback

The soil-moisture feedback describes how the amount, timing and 
intensity of precipitation reacts to moist (or dry) surface anomalies. 
This involves both a local and non-local feedback, where spatial 
correlations seem to be case dependent.  
The sign of the feedback is not fully resolved to this point as it 
depends on spatial scales, the circulation regime, surface properties 
and other environmental factors (e.g., Seneviratne 2010, Guillod 
2015). 
A positive feedback means that wet soil increases precipitation 
intensity, while a negative feedback means that it rains more over 
dry patches. On a scale of 10-50 km, various numerical studies 
indicate a negative soil-moisture feedback. Imamovic 2017, Rieck 
2014).
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Irrigation & Water Management

Water and irrigation management is an important field of research, 
specifically in semi-arid regions under limited water resources. Crop 
models intend on finding optimal strategies for the irrigation of 
agricultural land in a given setup (climate regime, soil type, crop type 
etc.). 
This study explores, to what extent the (negative) soil-moisture 
feedback can be exploited to optimise irrigation strategies for 
agricultural land: if farmers cooperate by following a spatially 
heterogeneous irrigation pattern, they can increase both their 
collective time-mean precipitation and thus the total water available 
for growing crops. However, the spatially non-local nature of the 
feedback allows individual farmers to exploit this strategy, thereby 
saving their own resources; a typical ‘tragedy of commons’ 
situation.
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Exploiting the soil-moisture feedback in water management
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(A) No soil moisture-precipitation feedback

In a moste simple setup, irrigation (water distribution) is managed by 
taking into only the effect of precipitation on soil moisture.  

Management: take into account (seasonal and short-term) 
precipitation forecasts. 

(B) “global” soil moisture-precipitation 
feedback

>> coupling to global (mean) soil moisture levels 
“wet gets wetter”  
(e.g., Guillod 2014, Allan et al. 2020) 
“moisture recycling:” part of the precipitated water 
stems from regional evapotranspiration; over large-
enough domains, moisture thus gets recycled multiple 
times and thus an increased soil-moisture input leads to 
increased hydrological cycle (e.g., Seneviratne 2010) 

(C) “local” soil-moisture feedback

>> coupling to local soil moisture anomalies (heterogeneities)  
both positive and negative soil moisture-precipitation feedbacks have been reported 
(e.g., Seneviratne 2010) 
negative feedback: enhanced cloud formation and precipitation over dry land 
patches 
observed in high-resolution models (cloud-resolving models, regional climate models), 
while global climate models do not represent negative feedbacks  
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Taking into account the negative soil-moisture feedback 
in irrigation models opens up new strategies to optimise 
water management and thereby increase crop yield. 
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The model
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Ṙij(t) = aPij(t)� Iij(t)

Ṡij(t) = (1� a)Pij(t) + Iij(t)� ✏Sij(t)

R : water reservoir (local or global)

S : soil-moisture

✏ � 0 : evaporation coe�cient

0  a  1 : partial storage of rain water into the reservoir
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Pij(t) = P0 +Aij,klSkl(t)

Iij(t) = fdecision(Rij(t), Sij(t), Pij(t), Ppred(t+�t), ✏)

P : precipitation field

I : irrigation
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Reservoir & soil moisture

Sij
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The Farmer’s Decision

Our hypothetical farmer has to decide how much 
to irrigate the field.  
The decision is based on: 
• What is the weather forecast saying? (near-term 

and seasonal precipitation forecast) 
• How much water do I have available? (reservoir 

water level)  
• Is the soil moist enough for the crop to grow? 

(soil moisture measurements) 

We would like to optimise this decision by 
including the local soil moisture-precipitation 
feedback.
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new link:  
local soil moisture-
precipitation 
feedback
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<latexit sha1_base64="5T3r4kCOXnoLpSPIi20xXeZkEFY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoIKHghePFe0HtKFstpN26WYTdjdCCf0JXjwo4tVf5M1/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXpAIro3rfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41NJxqhg2WSxi1QmoRsElNg03AjuJQhoFAtvB+Hbmt59QaR7LRzNJ0I/oUPKQM2qs9KD7Xr9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG8QsjVAaJqjWXc9NjJ9RZTgTOC31Uo0JZWM6xK6lkkao/Wx+6pScWWVAwljZkobM1d8TGY20nkSB7YyoGellbyb+53VTE175GZdJalCyxaIwFcTEZPY3GXCFzIiJJZQpbm8lbEQVZcamU7IheMsvr5LWRdWrVa/va5X6TR5HEU7gFM7Bg0uowx00oAkMhvAMr/DmCOfFeXc+Fq0FJ585hj9wPn8ABiSNoQ==</latexit>

s2

<latexit sha1_base64="wQaCPY8Z7nOB5JySv/BO1epxcUs=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKQQUPBS8eK9paaEPZbCft0s0m7G6EEvoTvHhQxKu/yJv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCARXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqK3jVDFssVjEqhNQjYJLbBluBHYShTQKBD4G45uZ//iESvNYPphJgn5Eh5KHnFFjpXvdr/XLFbfqzkFWiZeTCuRo9stfvUHM0gilYYJq3fXcxPgZVYYzgdNSL9WYUDamQ+xaKmmE2s/mp07JmVUGJIyVLWnIXP09kdFI60kU2M6ImpFe9mbif143NeGln3GZpAYlWywKU0FMTGZ/kwFXyIyYWEKZ4vZWwkZUUWZsOiUbgrf88ipp16pevXp1V680rvM4inACp3AOHlxAA26hCS1gMIRneIU3RzgvzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDB6iNog==</latexit>

P = P0 +AS

S = (s1, s2)

A =
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<latexit sha1_base64="eFCJgHImibJuxrAqrbXJX+z6lY0=">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</latexit>

S0(t) = � exp (�✏̃t),

✏̃ = (1� a)(↵� ✏),

R0(t) = a↵S0(t)

<latexit sha1_base64="MlB8nERNfus8SkWQ+j+lxBIDkd4=">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</latexit>

Steady-state solution
The steady state is defined by:  
Irrigating only as much as is collected in terms of rain water.  
Precipitation needs to balance the soil-moisture loss. 
Introducing the soil moisture-precipitation feedback set constraints on  
- the physical model parameters {⍺, β, 𝛾, ε}. 
- the soil moisture pattern 

>> A steady-state does not exist for all combinations of 
physical parameters. 

Perturbation from steady state

Ṙ = Ṡ = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="tRsCH/vlPLBoK1Sm7H/lmQHYLys=">AAAB/HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW7VLN4NFcFUSKVgXQsGNy3rpBdpQJtNJO3QyCTMTIYT6Km5cKOLWB3Hn2zhNs9DWHwY+/nMO58zvRZwpbdvfVmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx51VBhLQtsk5KHseVhRzgRta6Y57UWS4sDjtOtNr+f17iOVioXiQScRdQM8FsxnBGtjDcuVwSjU6A5doQzuDdjDctWu2ZnQKjg5VCFXa1j+MsMkDqjQhGOl+o4daTfFUjPC6aw0iBWNMJniMe0bFDigyk2z42fo1Dgj5IfSPKFR5v6eSHGgVBJ4pjPAeqKWa3Pzv1o/1n7DTZmIYk0FWSzyY450iOZJoBGTlGieGMBEMnMrIhMsMdEmr5IJwVn+8ip0zmtOvXZ5W682G3kcRTiGEzgDBy6gCTfQgjYQSOAZXuHNerJerHfrY9FasPKZCvyR9fkDjT+SwA==</latexit>

I = aP

<latexit sha1_base64="iqE7Jc01Z15/w6o/8m0WXI3sY2Y=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgMxFL2pr1pfVZdugkVwVWZEsC6EghvdVbAPaAfJpJk2NpMMSUYoQ//BjQtF3Po/7vwb03YW2nogcDjnXHLvCRPBjfW8b1RYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHLaNSTVmTKqF0JySGCS5Z03IrWCfRjMShYO1wdD31209MG67kvR0nLIjJQPKIU2Kd1LrFV5g0HsoVr+rNgJeJn5MK5HD5r15f0TRm0lJBjOn6XmKDjGjLqWCTUi81LCF0RAas66gkMTNBNtt2gk+c0seR0u5Ji2fq74mMxMaM49AlY2KHZtGbiv953dRGtSDjMkktk3T+UZQKbBWeno77XDNqxdgRQjV3u2I6JJpQ6woquRL8xZOXSeus6p9XL+/OK/VaXkcRjuAYTsGHC6jDDTSgCRQe4Rle4Q0p9ILe0cc8WkD5zCH8Afr8ASWNji8=</latexit>

P = ✏S

<latexit sha1_base64="bHtSMHjq98GiuGwTETSFzpNCx7s=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKYDwIAS8eI5oHJGuYnfQmQ2Znl5lZJYT8hxcPinj1X7z5N06SPWhiQUNR1U13V5AIro3rfju5ldW19Y38ZmFre2d3r7h/0NBxqhjWWSxi1QqoRsEl1g03AluJQhoFApvB8HrqNx9RaR7LezNK0I9oX/KQM2qs9FAjV6SDieYiluSuWyy5ZXcGsky8jJQgQ61b/Or0YpZGKA0TVOu25ybGH1NlOBM4KXRSjQllQ9rHtqWSRqj98ezqCTmxSo+EsbIlDZmpvyfGNNJ6FAW2M6JmoBe9qfif105NWPHHXCapQcnmi8JUEBOTaQSkxxUyI0aWUKa4vZWwAVWUGRtUwYbgLb68TBpnZe+8fHl7XqpWsjjycATHcAoeXEAVbqAGdWCg4Ble4c15cl6cd+dj3ppzsplD+APn8wcg4ZGe</latexit>

Steady state solution:  
Perturbations:  

>> Perturbation decays / grows depending on parameters. 

In the most simple case, the system is formulated in terms of two agents that 
represent for example two farmers that own two neighbouring fields. This 
setup can be extended to n fields that are aligned in a one-dimensional 
chain. If all feedbacks and couplings are symmetric, the matrix representation 
can be used for (n x n) agents that are distributed on a 2d-grid. 

{Ib, Sb, Pb = P (Sb)}
I = Ib + I 0

S = Sb + S0

P = P (S) = Pb + P 0, with P 0 = AS0

<latexit sha1_base64="A9FtR2wRd3qD6GiBPFFL17iFxfU=">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</latexit>
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From eigenvalue analysis of the coupling matrix A, its elements 
can be related to the spatially local coupling of soil moisture S 
onto co-located precipitation P and non-local coupling, 
where precipitation depends on the soil moisture gradient 
between field 1 and 2 . 

symmetric case (no mean advection): To make the coupling 
symmetric (A = AT), it is assumed that no background advection 
wind field, as for example a propagating squall-line or sea breeze, 
is present.

s1

<latexit sha1_base64="5T3r4kCOXnoLpSPIi20xXeZkEFY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoIKHghePFe0HtKFstpN26WYTdjdCCf0JXjwo4tVf5M1/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXpAIro3rfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41NJxqhg2WSxi1QmoRsElNg03AjuJQhoFAtvB+Hbmt59QaR7LRzNJ0I/oUPKQM2qs9KD7Xr9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG8QsjVAaJqjWXc9NjJ9RZTgTOC31Uo0JZWM6xK6lkkao/Wx+6pScWWVAwljZkobM1d8TGY20nkSB7YyoGellbyb+53VTE175GZdJalCyxaIwFcTEZPY3GXCFzIiJJZQpbm8lbEQVZcamU7IheMsvr5LWRdWrVa/va5X6TR5HEU7gFM7Bg0uowx00oAkMhvAMr/DmCOfFeXc+Fq0FJ585hj9wPn8ABiSNoQ==</latexit>
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symmetric case: � = �
(
local coupling: �

non-local coupling: ⌘
)

(
↵ = �+ ⌘

� = �⌘
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Soil moisture-precipitation feedbacks

the off-diagonal elements couple the 
neighbouring farmers and their 
irrigation strategies to each other
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sites in central Europe [see Fig. 2 in Teuling et al. (2010)].
The differences in surface fluxes between the two sur-
faces types may be caused by varying the vegetative sit-
uation or the soil moisture. Similar flux variations were
observed over cropland with different LAI during the Soil
Moisture–AtmosphereCouplingExperiment (SMACEX)
campaign [see Table 4 in Su et al. (2005)].
The sixth simulation employs homogeneous surface

conditions (HOM). The LSM is switched off and the
surface fluxes are prescribed by averaging the surface
fluxes of HET-XS. Although HOM has no interactive
surface, this technique assures comparability with the
HET experiments since all simulations experience the
same mean energy input as long as the cloud cover re-
mains similar (not shown). This is especially true during
the transition phase (see e.g., Fig. 4a).

3. Main features and transition times

In the land–atmosphere system the surface fluxes of
heat and moisture closely follow the incoming net ra-
diation with the surface determining their partition. The
available incoming net radiation reaches its maximum at
1200 local standard time (LST) resulting in domain
mean average latent and sensible heat fluxes of 374 and
145Wm22 respectively. These values are akin to the ones
obtained in Schlemmer et al. (2011) for a similar but
homogeneous case simulated with the Consortium for
Small-Scale Modeling (COSMO) model.
Figure 2 shows the horizontal distribution of the sur-

face fluxes at 1100 LST. Alternating warm and dry and
cold and wet patches can be recognized. The displayed
checkerboard pattern mirrors the imposed surface het-
erogeneity in spite of the influence of turbulence, clouds,
and the developing near-surface anomalies in atmo-
spheric temperature and moisture. In HET-XL, the
sensible heat flux is 40Wm22 higher over the warm than

TABLE 1. Summary of the performed experiments with experi-
ment name, patch size, local time of transition to deep convection,
local time of breeze front collision, and domain mean precipitation
averaged over the simulation period. The transition time is de-
termined from profile statistics sampled every 60 s. The collision
time is diagnosed from vertical cross sections showing horizontal
(as displayed in Fig. 8) and vertical wind sampled from 3D data
every 30 min.

Expt name
Patch

size (km)
ttransition
(LST)

tcollision
(LST)

Precipitation
(mmday21)

HOM — 1215 — 1.12
HET-XS 3.2 1205 — 0.94
HET-S 6.4 1135 1030 1.17
HET-M 12.8 1100 1130 1.60
HET-L 25.6 1104 1300 1.45
HET-XL 51.2 1120 1330 1.87

FIG. 2. Horizontal view of the surface fluxes—(left) sensible and
(right) latent heat—in the different experiments at 1100 LST.
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surface fluxes are prescribed by averaging the surface
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HET experiments since all simulations experience the
same mean energy input as long as the cloud cover re-
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the transition phase (see e.g., Fig. 4a).
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heat and moisture closely follow the incoming net ra-
diation with the surface determining their partition. The
available incoming net radiation reaches its maximum at
1200 local standard time (LST) resulting in domain
mean average latent and sensible heat fluxes of 374 and
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homogeneous case simulated with the Consortium for
Small-Scale Modeling (COSMO) model.
Figure 2 shows the horizontal distribution of the sur-

face fluxes at 1100 LST. Alternating warm and dry and
cold and wet patches can be recognized. The displayed
checkerboard pattern mirrors the imposed surface het-
erogeneity in spite of the influence of turbulence, clouds,
and the developing near-surface anomalies in atmo-
spheric temperature and moisture. In HET-XL, the
sensible heat flux is 40Wm22 higher over the warm than

TABLE 1. Summary of the performed experiments with experi-
ment name, patch size, local time of transition to deep convection,
local time of breeze front collision, and domain mean precipitation
averaged over the simulation period. The transition time is de-
termined from profile statistics sampled every 60 s. The collision
time is diagnosed from vertical cross sections showing horizontal
(as displayed in Fig. 8) and vertical wind sampled from 3D data
every 30 min.
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sites in central Europe [see Fig. 2 in Teuling et al. (2010)].
The differences in surface fluxes between the two sur-
faces types may be caused by varying the vegetative sit-
uation or the soil moisture. Similar flux variations were
observed over cropland with different LAI during the Soil
Moisture–AtmosphereCouplingExperiment (SMACEX)
campaign [see Table 4 in Su et al. (2005)].
The sixth simulation employs homogeneous surface

conditions (HOM). The LSM is switched off and the
surface fluxes are prescribed by averaging the surface
fluxes of HET-XS. Although HOM has no interactive
surface, this technique assures comparability with the
HET experiments since all simulations experience the
same mean energy input as long as the cloud cover re-
mains similar (not shown). This is especially true during
the transition phase (see e.g., Fig. 4a).

3. Main features and transition times

In the land–atmosphere system the surface fluxes of
heat and moisture closely follow the incoming net ra-
diation with the surface determining their partition. The
available incoming net radiation reaches its maximum at
1200 local standard time (LST) resulting in domain
mean average latent and sensible heat fluxes of 374 and
145Wm22 respectively. These values are akin to the ones
obtained in Schlemmer et al. (2011) for a similar but
homogeneous case simulated with the Consortium for
Small-Scale Modeling (COSMO) model.
Figure 2 shows the horizontal distribution of the sur-

face fluxes at 1100 LST. Alternating warm and dry and
cold and wet patches can be recognized. The displayed
checkerboard pattern mirrors the imposed surface het-
erogeneity in spite of the influence of turbulence, clouds,
and the developing near-surface anomalies in atmo-
spheric temperature and moisture. In HET-XL, the
sensible heat flux is 40Wm22 higher over the warm than

TABLE 1. Summary of the performed experiments with experi-
ment name, patch size, local time of transition to deep convection,
local time of breeze front collision, and domain mean precipitation
averaged over the simulation period. The transition time is de-
termined from profile statistics sampled every 60 s. The collision
time is diagnosed from vertical cross sections showing horizontal
(as displayed in Fig. 8) and vertical wind sampled from 3D data
every 30 min.
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ttransition
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tcollision
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Precipitation
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HOM — 1215 — 1.12
HET-XS 3.2 1205 — 0.94
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FIG. 2. Horizontal view of the surface fluxes—(left) sensible and
(right) latent heat—in the different experiments at 1100 LST.
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sites in central Europe [see Fig. 2 in Teuling et al. (2010)].
The differences in surface fluxes between the two sur-
faces types may be caused by varying the vegetative sit-
uation or the soil moisture. Similar flux variations were
observed over cropland with different LAI during the Soil
Moisture–AtmosphereCouplingExperiment (SMACEX)
campaign [see Table 4 in Su et al. (2005)].
The sixth simulation employs homogeneous surface

conditions (HOM). The LSM is switched off and the
surface fluxes are prescribed by averaging the surface
fluxes of HET-XS. Although HOM has no interactive
surface, this technique assures comparability with the
HET experiments since all simulations experience the
same mean energy input as long as the cloud cover re-
mains similar (not shown). This is especially true during
the transition phase (see e.g., Fig. 4a).

3. Main features and transition times

In the land–atmosphere system the surface fluxes of
heat and moisture closely follow the incoming net ra-
diation with the surface determining their partition. The
available incoming net radiation reaches its maximum at
1200 local standard time (LST) resulting in domain
mean average latent and sensible heat fluxes of 374 and
145Wm22 respectively. These values are akin to the ones
obtained in Schlemmer et al. (2011) for a similar but
homogeneous case simulated with the Consortium for
Small-Scale Modeling (COSMO) model.
Figure 2 shows the horizontal distribution of the sur-

face fluxes at 1100 LST. Alternating warm and dry and
cold and wet patches can be recognized. The displayed
checkerboard pattern mirrors the imposed surface het-
erogeneity in spite of the influence of turbulence, clouds,
and the developing near-surface anomalies in atmo-
spheric temperature and moisture. In HET-XL, the
sensible heat flux is 40Wm22 higher over the warm than
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termined from profile statistics sampled every 60 s. The collision
time is diagnosed from vertical cross sections showing horizontal
(as displayed in Fig. 8) and vertical wind sampled from 3D data
every 30 min.
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over the cold patch whereas the latent heat flux is
122Wm22 higher over the cold than over the warm
patch. The corresponding mean Bowen ratios are 0.59
for the warmer and 0.32 for the colder patch, indicating a
higher potential for turbulence and stronger updrafts
over the warmer patch.
Although the use of an interactive LSMdoes notmask

the imposed pattern in surface heterogeneity, one effect
is clearly visible in Fig. 2. The lighter spots visible on the
warm patches, both on the sensible and latent heat flux,
mark the location of clouds (cf. Figs. 2 and 3). The effect
of cloud shading can be quantified by comparing the
fluxes for cloudy and noncloudy points. In HET-XL at
1100 LST the presence of clouds over the warm patch
reduces the sensible heat flux by 12Wm22 whereas the
reduction is only 2Wm22 over the cold patch. Since
most of the clouds are located above the warm patch, the
shading effect decreases the difference in surface sen-
sible heat fluxes between the two surface types by 20%
(DSHclearsky 5 50Wm22 and DSHallsky 5 40Wm22).
This suggests that models without interactive land

surface may overestimate both local surface fluxes and
the horizontal gradient due to surface heterogeneities
and consequently produce too strong mesoscale circu-
lations. These effects are expected to be larger for situ-
ations with higher cloud cover and cloud albedo. The
attenuation of the available net incoming radiation by
clouds is independent of the patch size as long as the
cloud cover remains constant across the simulations (see
Fig. 4a), which is the case up to about 1200 LST.
Figure 3 shows the horizontal distribution of the liquid

water path at 1100 LST for the various experiments. The
signature of the surface heterogeneity is again clearly
visible. Cloud formation happens predominantly over
the warm and dry patches. This effect has been discussed
for different cases of summertime convection over het-
erogeneous land surfaces (Avissar and Schmidt 1998;
Kang andBryan 2011;Garcia-Carreras et al. 2011). Clouds
form when strong thermals penetrate the boundary layer
and reach their lifting condensation level. Conditions for
cloud formation can bemore favorable overwarmpatches
in the sense that thermals are stronger, the boundary layer

FIG. 3. Instantaneous view of the cloud field in terms of liquid water path in the different experiments at 1100 LST.
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sites in central Europe [see Fig. 2 in Teuling et al. (2010)].
The differences in surface fluxes between the two sur-
faces types may be caused by varying the vegetative sit-
uation or the soil moisture. Similar flux variations were
observed over cropland with different LAI during the Soil
Moisture–AtmosphereCouplingExperiment (SMACEX)
campaign [see Table 4 in Su et al. (2005)].
The sixth simulation employs homogeneous surface

conditions (HOM). The LSM is switched off and the
surface fluxes are prescribed by averaging the surface
fluxes of HET-XS. Although HOM has no interactive
surface, this technique assures comparability with the
HET experiments since all simulations experience the
same mean energy input as long as the cloud cover re-
mains similar (not shown). This is especially true during
the transition phase (see e.g., Fig. 4a).
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In the land–atmosphere system the surface fluxes of
heat and moisture closely follow the incoming net ra-
diation with the surface determining their partition. The
available incoming net radiation reaches its maximum at
1200 local standard time (LST) resulting in domain
mean average latent and sensible heat fluxes of 374 and
145Wm22 respectively. These values are akin to the ones
obtained in Schlemmer et al. (2011) for a similar but
homogeneous case simulated with the Consortium for
Small-Scale Modeling (COSMO) model.
Figure 2 shows the horizontal distribution of the sur-

face fluxes at 1100 LST. Alternating warm and dry and
cold and wet patches can be recognized. The displayed
checkerboard pattern mirrors the imposed surface het-
erogeneity in spite of the influence of turbulence, clouds,
and the developing near-surface anomalies in atmo-
spheric temperature and moisture. In HET-XL, the
sensible heat flux is 40Wm22 higher over the warm than

TABLE 1. Summary of the performed experiments with experi-
ment name, patch size, local time of transition to deep convection,
local time of breeze front collision, and domain mean precipitation
averaged over the simulation period. The transition time is de-
termined from profile statistics sampled every 60 s. The collision
time is diagnosed from vertical cross sections showing horizontal
(as displayed in Fig. 8) and vertical wind sampled from 3D data
every 30 min.
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(Idealised) numerical simulations:
The elements of coupling matrix A can be 
extracted from (idealised) numerical 
simulations:  

Pij = P0 +Aij,kl Skl
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stochastic variable
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Question 1:  How much can the crop yield be increased by choosing informed 
irrigation strategies that take into account positive and negative soil 
moisture-precipitation feedbacks?


Compare two systems that underlie different physical rules while being controlled by the 
same irrigation strategy:  
(i) a reference model that misses the (negative) soil moisture-precipitation  feedback, and  
(ii) a feedback-model where precipitation is coupled to the soil-moisture. 
In the reference model the precipitation is modelled as a purely stochastic process that is 
not coupled to the soil-moisture. 

Question 2:  How relevant is a correct representation of the (negative) soil moisture-
precipitation feedback in weather forecast models, that are then used by 
farmers to make their irrigation decisions?


To understand by how much the irrigation strategy can be optimised by including the (negative) 
soil moisture-precipitation feedbacks, we compare the dynamics of a system for two different 
irrigation strategies:  
(i) an `informed' choice based on knowing about the soil moisture-precipitation feedback, and  
(ii) a `trivial' choice, where the farmer may still have access to a weather forecast, predicting 

typical precipitation timeseries, but is not aware of the non-local feedback, that couples his 
decision to the behaviour of his neighbours.  

The system includes soil moisture-precipitation feedbacks. 
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